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Right now, price gouging for the lifesaving EpiPen is putting a lifesaving medication out of 
reach for thousands of American families, while at the same time – and it’s happening to
helping  make a manipulative hedge fund billionaire get even richer.  

Families shouldn’t have to choose between lifesaving drugs and putting food on the
table – it’s unfair, and it’s morally wrong.  

But hedge fund billionaire John Paulson, who is now an economic adviser and big
campaign contributor to Donald Trump, seems totally fine with the profiteering
– he’s increased his stake in the corporation that makes the EpiPen to nearly
a billion dollars.

Paulson is one of the biggest investors in Mylan
Pharmaceutical, which makes the EpiPen, and he’s been a top 
shareholder since he started investing in the company
in 2010.

In just one year, from June 2013 to June 2014 – during the 
period when Mylan began increasing EpiPen prices most
dramatically – his fund appears to have made around
$250 million: a 66% profit on its investment in just one year.[1]

It’s not the first time Paulson has made big profits from
human misery.

Paulson makes billions from foreclosure crisis, prescription drugs and
attacks on Puerto Rico

John Paulson made his fortune by betting that
millions of Americans would lose their homes 
during the housing crisis of 2007-2008.   

He played a key role in the securitization of
subprime mortgages, and his firm made
$15 billion dollars in profits in a single year -- his 
own take of the massive profit from human misery 
was something between four and five billion
dollars.[2]

According to the Wall Street Journal, he was
getting so rich so fast that “at one point in late 
2007, a broker called to remind Mr. Paulson of
a personal account worth $5 million, an account 
now so insignificant it had slipped his mind.”[3]
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Paulson now has over half of his stock portfolio invested in
pharmaceutical companies and is a leading hedge fund vulture
in Puerto Rico.[4]

John Paulson is the new Martin Shkreli, and he may actually
be worse: he’s got far more wealth and power than Shkreli, including
a $10 billion personal fortune fueled by foreclosure and high-priced 
medication and a persona perfectly hedged between the harsh
white-supremacy politics of the Trump campaign and the more genteel 
mainstream elite (like Harvard, where he’s donated $400 million and
has his name on the engineering school).[5] 

Denying American families things they need like housing and
lifesaving medications don’t seem to bother Paulson. And his
shift from manipulating the housing market towards massive
investments in pharmaceuticals – which has profits higher than
any other industry – has been smooth and effortless.

John Paulson is the new Martin Shkreli, and he may actually
be worse: he’s got far more wealth and power than Shkreli,
including a $10 billion personal fortune fueled by foreclosure and 
high-priced medication and a persona perfectly hedged between
the harsh white-supremacy politics of the Trump campaign and the 
more genteel mainstream elite (like Harvard, where he’s donated 
$400 million and has his name on the engineering school). 

The EpiPen Monopoly
Steep price increases for EpiPens
have reignited national outrage over
how pharmaceutical corporations exploit
monopolies in order to fuel their profits
– and, in the process, deny people access 
to lifesaving medication.

Mylan, the company that makes the 
allergy shot devices, has increased the 
price of the devices six times since it first 
acquired the technology in 2007. 



In 2007, a two-pen set cost around $100. Now, it costs around $600.[6] 

Mylan has been able to increase prices so dramatically because it has a near-monopoly on the 
market for epinephrine auto-injection devices. 

There are few competing products because there are significant barriers to market
entry, and Mylan holds patents on the EpiPen technology. Mylan CEO Heather Bresch has 
repeatedly championed the company’s near-monopoly in conference calls with investors.
She has highlighted Mylan’s “pricing flexibility” with respect to EpiPens,[7] and at a Goldman 
Sachs investor conference earlier this year, she pointed to a “very high bar to have a
substitutable product” given FDA requirements.  

In addition to continuing to hold the majority of the market, Mylan has also spent
heavily on advertising and hard sell efforts to increase the size of its profits. 

Bresch, the daughter of Senator Joe Manchin of West Virginia, has also stressed Mylan’s efforts 
to expand profitable sales through education and access initiatives. These initiatives include 
partnerships with Disney and with school systems.[8] 

Mylan has also lobbied hard in Washington DC to maintain and expand its profits – it spend 
more than three-quarters of a million dollars on three lobbying firms just this year, according 
to Open Secrets.[9]

In 2015, she told investors that “we now passed legislation in 48 states” that expand access to 
EpiPens in schools[10] -- and that likely took even more lobbying in state capitals around the 
nation.

Bresch made nearly $19 million in 2015, over 600% more than the $2.5 million she made in 
2007, when Mylan acquired EpiPen.[11]

Paulson’s EpiPen bet
But Bresch is hardly the only beneficiary of the 
EpiPen price hikes.

Hedge fund manager John Paulson first bought
a major stake in Mylan during the first quarter
of 2010. 

His purchase of 11.4 million shares at a value of
$258 million made his hedge fund, Paulson &
Company, one of the top shareholders in the
company. 

Paulson has maintained a large stake in the
company ever since – as of June 30, 2016, he is
one of the five largest shareholders in the company,
with 22 million shares worth $952 million.
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Paulson’s Mylan purchase followed shortly on the heels of the launch of a new version of the 
EpiPen in the fall of 2009. At that time, CEO Heather Bresch assured Wall Street analysts that 
the EpiPen would carry a “higher price point.”[12] 

The price of the devices has risen faster and faster ever since.  And Paulson has been
a major investor in Mylan ever since. 

It is impossible to determine exactly how much John Paulson has made on the investment in 
Mylan, because his fund’s trading data is not publicly accessible. 

Based on figures that are reported quarterly, however, it appears that his hedge fund’s total 
profits on its investments in Mylan are likely more than $200 million, a large portion of which 
goes directly into Paulson’s pocket.

Paulson’s stake in Mylan has fluctuated over the years,
but he has never reported owning less than the 11.4 million 
shares he started out with in March 2010. This stake, alone, 
would have produced $231 million in profit as of June 30, 2016 
(if Paulson had never bought or sold shares).

And from June 2013 to June 2014, during a period when
EpiPen prices were beginning a particularly steep ascent and 
Paulson’s stake in the company remained relatively unchanged, 
he appears to have raked in around $250 million in returns 
(the value of his stake in the company rose 66% from $376 
million to $625 million). 

Even if Paulson himself had no money invested in this amount, this kind of return
translates to over $50 million in hedge fund fees assuming the industry standard a
20% performance (20%) fee and 1-2% management (1-2%) fees.

More recently, Mylan’s stock price has fallen, and Paulson bought an additional
7 million shares in the company last year, so he has likely experienced some
significant losses. 

Paulson’s influence on Mylan: a push for profits
Though Paulson has not, to date, taken an explicitly “activist” approach to Mylan – he is not 
yet advocating aggressively for changes at the company in order to generate higher returns – 
his massive stake gives him an important say in how the company is run. 

The “activist investor” threat hangs over any company where Paulson amasses significant 
shares.  

But Paulson was vocal in support of the company’s current profiteering management when
he supported a proposed merger deal with another pharmaceutical company, Perrigo.[13]

He called the combined corporation that would result a “global pharmaceutical powerhouse.” 
Perrigo’s shareholders ended up rejecting the deal.
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Sharp observers agree that even passive investments by activists like Paulson put 
profit-maximizing pressure on CEOs like Heather Bresch.[14] And John Paulson has
proven he wants profits from his investments – and he doesn’t seem to care about
famlies, children or anyone who stands in his way.
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W H O  A R E  T H E
H E D G E  C L I P P E R S ?
The Hedge Clippers are working to expose the mechanisms hedge funds and billionaires 
use to influence government and politics in order to expand their wealth, influence and 
power. We’re exposing the collateral damage billionaire-driven politics inflicts on our
communities, our climate, our economy and our democracy. We’re calling out the
politicians that do the dirty work billionaires demand, and we’re calling on all Americans to 
stand up for a government and an economy that works for all of us, not just the wealthy and 
well connected.

The project is supported by the Strong Economy for All Coalition, a coalition of labor 
unions and community groups working to fight income inequality and build shared
prosperity and economic & social justice in New York and around the country.
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